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Linguistic Complexity versus Perceptual Complexity

in Person Pronoun Acquisition
1

_Elizabeth A. Sharploss

-It is well-known thht children generally learn the members of rela-

ienal .word' sets word sets such as more-less, before-after - in a

standard order. One interpretation of this phenomenon whidh has re-

ceived much currency argues thAt these orderings directly reflect the

relative complexity of these words in formal linguistic analysis
J

(H. Clark, 1973). On this interpretation, the fact that moreis learned

earlier than less is viewed' as a conseque.nce of the:fatt that more is

the less complex member of this pair in formal linguistic analysis.
,

The study reported hereiw.evaluated the linguistic complexity hypoth-

esis in the case of children's acquisition of the singular, non-neuter

person pronouns of EdleSh.3 'Considering.the acqUisition order of

these pronouns by person - first, second, third - the results indicated

that the critical variable determining acquisition order in this case

was not linguistic but pere-eptual complexity.' The data further indi-

cated that the child's decentering in the Speech event also plays a

central role in the acquisition of pronominal meanings. These results

are taken as evidence against the uselof formal devices as explanations

OX semantic developMent.

'Predicting pronoun acquisition order.. from linguistic complexity.

In formal linguistic analysis; the meanings of words in a relational

Taord set are represented as a set4Of binary distinctive feature

'trasts,. One 'f the binary valUes, generally the positive value, can

often be determined to be unmarked, i.e., less complex, according. to

1. This paper is based on pay Columbia University doctoral dissertation

(1974). The research.was supported by NINE Fellowship FO 1 MH

4999-01, 02 and NSF Gant GS-32776: I am indebted to TomlBever for

advice on the manus0/ipt. An earlier version of this paper was.

presented at the Lihguistic Society of America Summer'Meeting,

Tampa, 1 a., July;i975.

2. Department f Linguistics, CUNY Graduate Center, 33 West 42 St.,

New York, N. 10036.

3. hese are: firs rson - I, me, my, mine; second person - you,

our, yours; third person - he, him, his, she, her, hers.
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a variety of criteria (Greenberg, 1966). The set of feature contrasts

is arranged hierarchiallywith the features at the top of the hierarchy

being the' more. general ones, i.e., the features which. are relevant to

defining the greatest number of words in the set (Bierwisch, 1967).

In learning a sct of relational words, the child's task is to learn

the list of semantic feature contrasts which define the words. The

fact that relational words are learned in standard orders establisheS

that children do not go about this task in a random fashion .but rather

consistently learn certain aspects of a feature analysis before others.

It is the.conteetion of the linguistic complexity hypothesis that the

sequence children follow directly reflects linguistic complexity as

indicated by markedness and feature,ordering. That is, children learn
i^

the unmarked value of each feature before the marked value; children

learn tbe feature contrasts in. an order congruent with the'ordet in

formal linguistic analysis. To apply the linguistic compleiity hypoth-

esis to person pronouns, therefore, we must first specify the feature

contrasts which define the three pronoun persons and then determine'

low markedness and feature ordering apply to this'fOture analysis.

The two'fenture analysis of person pronouns used in the research

is due to .11uxley (1970). The analysis is motivated by a consideration

of the organization of the speech event in terms of its several-par-

t s. The focal point of any speech,event is the speaker. In-
J

deed, any speech event presupposes a speaker. The speaker, together

with the person addressed, form the communication dyad. As particip-

ants in the dyad, the speaker and person addressed are sot off from

all third parties. Thus, we can distinguish two feature contrasts:

f

Ego

Involvement in the
Communication Dyad.

+Ego (or Spea!zer) versus -Ego whiph contrasts first person with second

and third person; and +Involvement in the Communication Dyad versus

-Involvement, which centraste first and -second person with third

person.

Which of two categories is the unmarked one is often determined by

considering plural formntioni The category used to represent the
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tombination of the two - Atiz for am and night, padres for padre and

madre - is taken to be the dominant, i.e., unmarked category. 'Irit-

ing on the person pronouns, POrchheimer (1951) has observed thatit

is universally the case-that, when "the speaker is part of the group,

the whole group becombs a first person plural" (p. 96). Translated'

into terms,of feature analysis, this means that, when first person

(+Ego) is combi,ned with second er third ,person (-Ego), the resulting

plural is definedas +Ego, e.g., in English, I combined with ma re-

sults in wo, a first person plural.° Since +Ego represerlts the com-

bined crtegories, +Ego and -Ego, in the plural, it is +Ego which is

the dominant, unmarked value.. A parallel pattern holds for +9-In-

volvement. "If one addressed and many others are mentioned, the

whole becomes a plural of the second person..."(Forchheimer, p. 96).

In terms -of feature analysis, this means that, when second person

(+,Involvement) is combined with third person (-Involvement), the re-

sulting plural isOefinoe as +Invorcre6ent. In English, for example,

Lou 'combined with he results in a second person plural, a plural

ou as in "If you and he don't eat dinner, neither of you will get

dessert." Since +InVolvement 'represents the cOmbined categories,

+Involvement and -Involvement, in the plural, it is +Involvement which

is the dominan;o unmarkdd value.

Turning to feature ordering, we appear to have a probleb. Accord-
-

ing to the matrix on pg. 2, both features are equally general since

both play a role in defining each of the pronoun persons. The prob-

lem can bo resolved, however, lb we:'c'an find grounds for selecting

one of the features as the more baoic. This will permit us to,order

the features_and as qconse'quence enable us to write a redundancy

rule eliminating one of the cell entries for the less basic feature

from the matrix. The simplicity thus achieved will reveal the more

basic feature tebil the- more general one, as well.

Huxley (1970) has argued that of the two features, it id Ego which -

is more basic. Her decision is motivrtea by the following considpra-

tions: the speaker is the focal point of the speech °vont\ and,ithus

the primary dichotomy is between-the speaker and all others; every

utterance necessarily implies "I, the speaker, say that ...". Lyons

(1968) has also argued that the primary contrast is between
A.

/"`
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- first person d not-first person, i.e., +9-Ego. For Lyons, this

decision is otivated by the fact that there are a greater variety

of plural fo ms for firdt person versus second and third across

languages. While Lyons dons not note the fact, his argument gains

force from Forchheimer's observation that in the historical development

of plural systems,for pronouns, the plurals begin in first person and

subsequently spread to second and third.

With thd features ordered Ego before Involvement, the redundancy

rule we write is +Ego predicts +Involvement. This rule eliminates

+Involvement from the feature srecifications for first person. In

plain English, what this rule states is that first person can be de-

fined,simply as "being speaker". The further specificatibn, "being

involved in the communication dyad," is unnecessary since, given that

ono is speaker, it follows that one is involved in the communication

dyad. With +Involvement eliminated from the definition of first per-

son, Ego emerges as the more general feature.
\

The, feature analysis for person pronouns can now be represented in

terms of a tree diagram which reflects the relative linguistic complex-

.ity of the features and feature values:

+Ego
1st person''
(marked)

-Ego
not-lst person

(marked) .

+Involv'ement
2nd person
(unmarked)

-InvolVoment.
3rd person
,(marked)

The tree diagram helps explicate the order in which person pronouns

should be aoqu,ired if this order directly reflects linguistic complex-

ity. Specifically, the child willinitially lbarn the contrast +,-Ego,

learning first the uw-nrked value of this contrast. Thus, first person

should be Yearned first. Following this, the child will learn the-two

persons - second and third - which comprise -Ego, i.e.,°not-first

person. To learn oithor of these, the child must also learn the

(1
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Contrast +,-Involvement which distinguidhes between them. 'Given that

the child will learn unmarked Involvement before marked Involvement,

second person should be learned before third. Thusl the predicted dr-
-

der is: first person, second person, third person.
4

Data frcrm descriptive studies of speech production do in fact up-

port this prediction. First person singular is usually learned firsP,

appearing non-stereotypically in speech at about 20 months (Leopold,

1949). The paucity of data on pronouns in speech between 24 and 30

months makes 'the sexact.time of the emergence of second and third per-

son singular more diffictqt to place. However, both are learned by

about 36 months with second person gaining in frequency earlier than

third person (GOodenough, 1938; Young, 1942; Huxley, 1970).

The data from.speech production,. however, cannot be taken as

initive evidence for the linguistic complexity hypothesis. H. Clark

(1973) cites several factors besides linguistio.complexity which may

be manifested in the acquisition order' of relational words in speech.

He states that the critical tedt of the hypothesis must be the acquis-

ition order found in comprehension.
.1

An experiment to determine person prOnoun acquisition order.

. Method. Since a key feature of person pronouns is their shifting

.reference, it was not &eemod sufficient to test understanding of

these words-only when the child was directly addressed., 'One wants to

know, at least, whether the child understands you when it refLra to

othexo besides himself. This consideration called attention to the,

4. It is worth noting the following: given that the pos' iVe value of -

'each feature is unmarked, the only rossible way to or the two .

features so that the linguistic complexity hypothesis ma s sense

is'Ego before Involverient. If Involvement were ordered be e Ego,

we would get the following tree diagram (incorporating the re

dancy rule, -Involvement predicts -Ego):

#'
-Involvement +Involvement

+Ego i -Ego

With this arrangement of features, the prediction would be for

children to learn third person - markod Involvement - initially.

Thus, considerktions of linguistic complexity nre'in fact irrele-

vant to the claim that Ego will be learned before Involvement.

1
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existence of two distinct comprehension contexts - child as person Ad-
.

---- dressed, child as-Onlooker' - a variable which,' as it turned out, pro-
,

vided telling evidence against the linguistic complexity hypothesis.

Three- boye.and.3 girls - ,all middle claSs,'nativespeakers of English

- were, tudied over a period of'about five months beginning when they

were between 20-22 months old. Comprehension data for each child indiv-

idually were gathered at four measurement periods. Each measurement
.

period involved five half-hour test sessions conducted'on consecutive

days. An interval of four weeks separated the end of one measurement

period from the beginning of'the next.5

As noted above, and as illustrated in Fig. 1 (pg. 7), the abomprehen-
,

sion'tests required the-children to respond to requests in two types of

conversational situation: one in which the child wa's pertn addressed;

one in which the child was onlooker. .Each conversa al situation was

constructed so that, given a request witha particular pronoun person

-.first, second, third - the child could make a response to speaker,

person addressed or onlooker as well as miscellaneous respolpes).

This was accomplished as follows.

In the situation in which the child was person addressed, two exper-

t imenters alternated as speaker and onlooker. Wheh in 9?e person ad-

dressed role, the child was asked directly to respond to reque.sts which
/

systemically varied the person e.g.; the speaker would say:

a "Susie., tickle my nose"; "Susie, tickle' nosejUusie, tickle his/

her nose" (the gender of the pronoun being' matched to the sex of the

onlooker). 'In the situation in which the child was onlooker, two ex-
t.,-

perimenters alternated as speaker and person addressed. When in the

onlooker role; the child was asked indirectly to respond to requestS

which , again, systemically varied the person pronoun, e.g., the speak'

er would say: "Susie will tickle my nose," etc.
6

5. Because of illnesnes and the like, this precise schedule was not al-
rays maintained. Howevr, deviations w' re infrequent and minor. ,

6. The design dictated that tho boys were tested only cn his and the
girls only on her in the onlooker situation. To match the person
addressed zituTainn with the onlooker*oituatiorl in this respect,.
only.female ex...rimenters worked with tho girls. For the boys, it
was possible to )lave only one of the experimenters 1110 male since the .

author had to act as an experimenter with all subjects. Thus, in
the person addressed situation', the girls wore tested only on her,
the boys on his and her.



Figure 1: Testing Paradigms for the Two Conversational Situations

Child as Person Addressed

Person
Addressed

Onlooker

7

Susie, tickle my nose.
Susie, tickle your nose.
Susie, tickle her nose.

Speaker

Chillsas Onlooker

Person
Addressed

t

Susie will tickle
my nose.

Susie will tickle
your nose.

Susie will tickle
her nose.

Speaker
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The situation in which the child was person addressed was tested

during the first three measurement periods so that longitudinal data

for each of_the 6 children was obtained.for this context. The -more

difficult situation in which the child was onlooker was tested only

during the final measurement period. Since it was not possible to add

further measurement reriods to obtain longitudinal data,for this con-

text, the tests of the 6 children as onlookers were supplemented by

testing 3 additional children of similar age. These three,also middle

class native English speakers, were tested for,one measurement period

in the onlooker situation.

At each measurement period, an effort was made toadminister to

each child a total of 24.requests, 8 for each pronoun person. While

the children were not always cooperative enough to allow all 24 re-:

quests to be administered, it was possible to obtain responses to at

least 20 of the requests about 85% of the time. There were never few-

er than 14 requests responded to at a given measurement period.

Three final points on methodology. (1) Only genitive pronouns were

employed sinde requests involving other grammatical cases would have

uniquely carked with the reflexive, requests to the child to respond

to himself: "Tickle yourself" in the person addressed situation; "Tic-

kle himself" in the onlooker situation. Because the order of acquisi,-

tion of possessive pronouns i.e identical to that of the non-possessive

forms inspeech,production (Young, 1942), it was felt that limiting

the stimuli in,this way would hot limit the generality of the results.

(2) To insure that responses evidenced linguistic understandirt of

pronouns, kinesiclivariables were controlled in this way: no gestures

were used in testing and, in each conv¢rsational situation, the

speaker controlled visual cues by looking only at the person addressed.

(3) The children were praised for any response to a sheech event role,

whether the correct role or not, so that cooperation would be main-

tained while training was avoided.

Results. The data analysis deter"ined ocqui6iti-n order in each

conversational situation. It had been hoped at the beginning of the

reserrch to,obtain 1-ngitudinal data for, each .child 'in each converse-
r

tional situation such that t he developmental proFression for each
a

child from( no understanding to full understanding of each pronoun

could be charted. As noted earlier, this was not possible in the on-

P.
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,
.

.
.

looker situation. The results revealed that this goal could not be

realized for the person addressed situation either since.the. children

were at different levels ofscomprehension and no. child progreased

from zero to perfect understanding over the three measurement periods

involved. Consequently it was decided to order the children in

terrfis of co-lprehensicn in each conversational ituation.7 The partic-
.

ulars of the data analysis were as follows.

An initialanalysis of results tallied eech child's .respnnsta' at

each measurement period to each pronoun person according to 4 re-

sponse categories: response to eoaker; to' person addressed; to on-

looker; other responses. This tally revealed the existence of vari-

ous response 'biases, however, these biases did not reflect the clear-
.

ut patterns of lexical overtxtension found in-other studies of rola-

.tional words (e.g., E. Clark, 1971).

obtain a measure of pronoun comprehension which controlled for

these lases, a phi-correlation, (Walker & Lev, 1953) was used. The

sample 2orrelation matrix for comprehension of mifr shows how this

statistic worked.

0:

Linguistic' 2esponses to All Other

,Stimulus Speaker Responses Total

r my 7 1

yonr; his,her 2 141

Total 9 15

013. = +.73, P .01

8

16

Briefly, the phi - correlation provided a measure of the extent to

which the children had iscriminated the appropriate pronoun for each

speech event role. The 1-correlation may vary from +1.0, indicating

that a given pronoun and t e role it designates are each paired only

with the other, to -1.0, in icating that a given pronoun is never

`paired with its correct role\but that each is always paired inappropri.

. ately. C4rrel::ti,ne for each\child.were computed for each pronoun

person - first, second, third at each measurement period and tested

for significance at the .01 and .05 levels.

7. This procedure admittedly assumed ctIv't there is aisingle d'evelop-

mental path the chi]dren were followylg in ench conversational

situationp.
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This correlation analysis was used to align the children in a develop-

mental sequence in each conversational situaticn with overall perform-

ance as evidenced by the correlations being the basis for ranking. Then,

within each developmenta\seqUence, the trends for first, second and

third person coprohensionere compared.

The most plausible interpitation of the developmental sequence in

which the child was person addriosed (Table 1, pg. 11) does support the

linguistic complexity hypothesis For the least advanced children,

Peter and Allen, there are occasional significant correlati-:ns which

establish no clenr-cut acquisition Order. Eowever, when these correia-

tionn are considered in the light of their overall erratic performInce

(and of their.poor performance in the onlooker situatipn), these few

significant results seem more to reflectthe difficulties of statistical-

ly evaluating data on ea;,ly language development rather than to reflect

Peter's and Allen's true level of comprehension. Focussing on those

children whose overall performance did indicate a progressive increase

in comprehension, there is clearly a trend for first person to pr cede

second and second person to precede third. Turning to the elopmental

sequence fpr the situation in which the child` is onlooker (Table 2,

,
pg. 12), one finds a different-pattern, however. While hone again,

o
firet

person in comprehended earliest, it is second person and not third per-
.

son which is comprehended list.

The acquisition order in the onlooker contprt 4irie frerebthe pre-

dicted

.

.

dieted order specifically in the permutation of second and third
Iper-

.,

son: tho prediction that first person would be learned first was sus-

tained. This latter fact is sufficient 7k provide support for at least

two of the claims of the 2inglistie complexity hypothesis: 41 the on-

looker situation, it was the !ion, vneral Ego feature which was tho

first feature contrast distrimidated; within the Ego contrast, it was

the unmarked value,ltEgo, which was learned first. Th6 perhutation of
v

second and third person counters only one prediction of the linguistic

complexity hhothesis, viz., in the onlooker situatill% the cOldren
-......--

found mar%ed*Involvoment easier to discri7-inate than unmarked Involve -

ment. Since it is only in this single respect that the onlooker

1u

tion acquisition ordor fails to sustain'the linguistic' complex-

ty hypothesis, one may ask how strong a case these dhta make against

I

V



Table 1: Developmental sequence for person addressed situation.

Subject
Testing
,Interval

'Phi-correlation for
my b your

\
v. J

,Peter

1

2

, 3

'"17 - .

-.51*;*

-.14

:13

.44* -

-.O9

1 .44* 46

Allen 2. .00 .11

3
°

.29 .02

.00 .02

;i11..Nk
.27 , 0.09

.49* '067**

.73**

Sally 2 .69** :28

3 1.0o*t .55**

1 .91** .63**

Kenny 2 .5o* .13

3 .91** .91**

.73**/ .91**

Karina' 12 r, .81** .81**

3 .63** .77**

0

his/her

.55**

.27

.32

.53**

...36

.29

-.05

.00.

.14

-.15

.26

.3o

.66**

.lo

1.00**,

** = significant ati- .01; * = significant at". .05

Significance tests employed the formula Nx0
2 tested on a

chi square diAribution with 1 di (Walker & Lev, 1953).



Table 2: Developmental sequence for onlooker situation.

Phi-correlation for
Subject my , your his/her

Peter -.26 -.20 c .13

Anne- .00 .06 -.05

Allen .46:*, -.38 -.02

Sally .91** -.15 ', .50*

Karina .29 .44* .52*

Jasper, .6o** .40 .59**

Jerry .72** .56* '.72**

Kenny 1.90** 1.00** 1.00**

Jill 1.00** 1.00** 1.00**

ig. at 4:.01; = sig. at L .05.

12
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hypothesis.8 For several reasons, the answer to this question must be

a very strong case indeed.
The linguistic complexity hypothesis makes the claim that linguistic

complexity is the variable which constrains acquisition order. Since

the data presented here evidence an instance in which this variable

does not constrain acquisition order, the data are sufficient to reject

the hypothesis.

As a reply to this evidence, of course, one might attempt ta moderate

the hypothedis - rather than abandon it - by arguing that, while ling-

uistic complexity constrains acquisition order in roost instances, there

are certain exceptions to this rule in which other factors will be the

determining variable. Such a reformulation of the hypothesis suffers,

however, from the fact that it is totally ad hoe: it suggests no basis

for deciding where such exceptions will occur and, more importantly,

Ak,fails to indicate why these. exceptions should exist yond these deli-,

ciencies, though, there is a gore profound reason for rejecting this

reformulation. Specifically, it is possible to explain all spects of
../ '44!-.?

the acquisition order of person prono).ins in both conversation 1 sitUa-'
.....x;

tions in terms of the relative complexity of the percepts which uNelie

the semantic concepts involved. Since a perceptual complexity hypothe.N\

sis succ,eds not only in accounting for the one result which the ling-

uistic complexity hypothesis does not account4Or but'also accounts

equally well for all results which linguistic complexity does account

for, there is clearly no motivation to retain linguistic Ttplexity

an explanatory factor for 221/ aspect of person pronoun adquisiti order.

Of course, the question remains whether linguistic coroplexity'is viable
61'

as an explanation of the acquisition order of other relational words.

We will take up this question short1T.

8. It Should be noted that the evaluation of the results have been
weighted to make the best case for the predictive validity of the
lingUistic complexity hypothesis. The case suffers i* the prediction,
that +1-Ego is learned before +1-Involvement is. interpreted not as
a prediction about the relative complexity of the features but as a
necessary consequence-of the prediction that the unmarked value is
learned before the r!arked value (ftnt. 4, pg. 5). On this inter-
pretr,tion, the hypothesis makes only twe'claims - +Ego before -Ego
and +Involliement before - Involvement so that, iriterms of evaluating
the hypothesis, we find that it was only 507; successful - not 66%
successful - in predicting acquisition order'in the onlooker situa-
tion.

r
.1 ti
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A percent al account of person pronoun acquisition r er.
i

The c ildren's behavior during the cpmprehensio gists suggested

that'the semantic concepts of being ppeaker (-+Egos d being involv

in the ommunication dyad (+Involvecient) have pe ce tual correla

uhich e discriminated before the related sem tic concept learned.

For th concept of being speaker, there:is evidence that the correlate

percep is'the auditory stimulus provided by e speaker: two children

who d'd not yet know first person - Peter and Allen - tended to re-

spond to the speaker anyway,, at least when d rectly'addressed. For the

cone pt of involvement in the ciommnnication dyad, there is evidence

that the correL,te percept involves being t e focus of the speaker's 1

visual attention during conversation: in tie onlooker role, the child-

renicharactf:ristically tried to obtain vi ual cues from the speaker as

a, prerequisite for responding but these a tempts diminished as under-
4

standing of second and third person progr ssed.

,How can these percepts be invoked to explain acquisitionvorder? We

can answer this question if we posit that a percept functions to call

the child's attention to the related se,antic concept and that each

percept does this with more,or less due ess epending on its salience
I

to the child in each converSaVi9nal rol .

The6most salient perceptiial act abo't the speech event for the

childre, regardless of conversational context,,appeared to be the

auditory stimulus provided by the spea er. Whether the child was in-

side or outside the dyad, it was the z ditory stimulus4Which prompted
I

the children-to- orient visually to!the speaker and the speech event.

Since the auditory stimuls is correl te with the semantic concept of

"being speaker," these observations e. plain why the children learned

first person first in'both conversational situations.

In contrast with the auditory stir: lus produced by thespeaker, the

visual attention between speaker and person addressed which defined the

dyad was a. less salient feature ef the speech event. But more than

this, the salience to the child'of this visual bond varied across

conversational situations.; When the children were in the dyad, they

coManded the speaker's visual attention. The children reciprocated

this attention and attended to the conversational situation rather than

to objects and events outside the dyad. These considerations explain'

why the children, when in 'the person addressed role, found the concept
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nvolvement (defined perceptually in terms of lack of the speakerls

visual attention) relatively more complex than +Involvement.. In the

case of the onlooker situation, the facts were quite different. When out-
.

side the dyad, the children did not receive the speaker's visual atten-

tion and their aforementioned attempts to gain this attention indicated

they were well aware of this fact. Thus, when the children were in the

onlooker role, they fir'st attended to their own non-involvement in the

dyad and'only secondarily concerned themselves with where the speaker

was looking. These perceptnal.considerations explain why, in the onloOk-.

er situation,- -Involvement was/less salient to the'children than -Involve-
------'
tient. 17

The foregoing analysis shows how we may, by considering perceptual

complexity, obviate the need to appeal to linguistic complexity to ex-

plain the acquisition order of person pronouns. Is there evidence that
i

anperceptual complexity can displace lingui4 is complexity as explana-

tiontion for the acquisition order of other rel tional words? In a study of
*-

the acquisition order of on, in and under - somewhat different from the

present study in that it is directed-priciarily toexplaining the patterns

of lexical overexten4ion found in reponses to these words E. Clark

(1973) suggests that perceptual complexity ray be a critical element

determining the in, on,, under ordering that she fold.' While making .

this observation, however, Clark does:pot proceed to develop perceptual

complexity as anoalternative hypothesis to linguistic complexity. This

is an unfortunate limitation of her study( especially since the ordering

of in before on is in direct conflict with the predictions of linguistic .

complexity'(H. Clark, 1973).

Decentration in tire acquisition of person pronouns.

The order in which person pro s - and other relational words- are

learned is hardy the wily issue w h must be dealt with by a theory

of the acquisiticn of these words. Another, equally significant problem
. _

concerns how children come to appreciate the shifting reference which

gives these words their relational character. The linguistic complexity
t

hypothesis, of course; offers no solution to this pr blem. Granted,

lithis is ho reason to reject the-hypothesp: ont.Da not fault an I7othe-

sis about X for not being an hypothesis &bout Y. However, I have found

that, by taking a broader vier of the problem of semantic development -

specifically; a view which encompasses the question of relationhl under-

. 1 i .
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standing one can arrive at an answer to a question which should be ad-
.

dressed by the linguistic complexity hypothesis but is not, viz., what

prompts children to attend to the relatively more complicated semantic

concepts they must learn? Before offering an answer to this question,

though, I must spell out the problem involved in the child's attaining

relational understanding.

It is a characteristic of non - relational as well as relational words

that, while their meanings are fixed, their reference can shift. Thus,

can say apple in two different contexts and in each context refer

to a different,exemplar.ef this word. However, in the case of relatinn-

al words, the issue of shifting reference takes on a rather different

aspect. While I cannot say of one and the same piece of fruit that it

is' an apple in one context but not an apple in another, I can describe

a particular bowl of apples ac having more in one context but less

in another. The possibility of applying concepts which are polar oppot-

ites to the selfsame referent, which is the distinctive characteristic

of relational words, obtains also in the case of person pronouns.

Whereas I am referred to as I when I am speaker, I am referred to as

11a.1 when I am addressed and as/ he ( she ) when I am outside the

dyad.

In the literature on person, pronoun acquisition, the question of how

children learn the relational nature of these words has been the object

of frequent comment' - and pulzlement. After all, it has been observed,

the child is addreSsed as you by others who call themselVes I ..

Why, then,don'tChildren take you to mean themselves and I, those they

address? Since this mistake would result in pronoun reversal in speech,

it is obvious that few children make this error. As Shipley & Shipley

(1969) have noted, most children use person pronouns in speech correctly

from the outset:

I believe that the source of this puzzle resides in the fact that

the only information thought relevant to its solution has been the in-
.

formation the child gp.rners when he is directly addressed.' If we in-

stead posit that, prior to using person pronouns in speech, children

attend to the way these words are used both when they are in the dyad

and outside it, the pieces of the puzzle fall into place quite easily.

P t4That is, Ibr attending to conversations both as person addressed and as

onlooker,(the child learns that first person does not refer only to

18
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people speaking to him but to anyone who is speaking, that second per-

son doesn't refer to himself exclusively but 'to anyone when they are

addressed, and that third person refers to anyone child included -

when they are outside the dyad.9

If this solution is correct, then we should find porson pronouns com-
,-'1

prehended in both conversational situations before these words are used

lappwriateli in speech. In the pretAnt study, it was possible to test

this prediction for the.6 children who participated in both situations

byusing spontaneous speech production data which was taped at each test
. .

session., Specifically, comprehension in th, onlooker situation (at

measurement period 4) and in the person addressed situation (at measure-

ment period 3) were compd.?ed with pronoun production (at measurement

period 4).. The production data of course included only those occurrences.

of pronouns which were not reversals. (In accord with Shipley & Shipley,

I found only a handful of reversals in the speech samples.)

On the whole, this comparison yielde'd the expected results. As

Table 3 (pg. 18) indicates, for second and third person, a statistically

significant degree of comprehension in both situations was achieved be-

fore these pronouns were used in speech more than incidentally. AssUm-

ing that the children.developed normally and did not begin to reverse

these pronouns after my visits to them ceased, we may conclude that sec

ond and third person are comprehended in both comprehension situations

before they are learned in speech. The frequent, apparently correct use
.

of first person prior to full comprehension, which was not expected, may

be attributed to an .:arly game cuo use of first person noted by Leopold

(1949). Before comprehending'first person, the children may have imit-

ated phrases like'mine, / wanna as part of mimicking a total action

schema, for example, claiming ownership of an objecta 1 0
°

9. Pronoun reversals are characteridtic of autistic children, a phenomen-
on sometimes ascribed to psychogenic causes (Bet.telheim, 1967). An al,
ternative explam,tion - and a plausible one given the perceptual behav-
ior of these - children (Hermelin & O'Connor, 1970) - is that autistic
children do not attend to the conversations of-others.

10. This.suggestion gains support fx4em the fact that.the one child who
understood Ez in neither context and one of the 3 who understood it
only in one context were distinguished from the other children by a
preferrencein speech for the.genitive forms, forms which seem par-
ticularly likely to be Used stereotypically. Interestingly, the
children whe did not yet understand a in both.contexts were not dis-
tinguished by a reliance on their proper names for self-reference.
All the children at one time or other used their own names
where first person'was appropriate.

1 1.

ea,



lb-Table 3: Comprehensibn°in both 'situations versus producti n.

First person

18

# of children,
comrrehendinrstin-

who used f.p. singular
incidentally in speech

who wield f.p. singular'
more than.incidentallyv

.

neither Situation 0 1

one situation 0 3

both situations 0 2

4eund person

# of children
comprehending your in-

neither situation

one situation

both situations

who used s.p. singular
incidentally in speech

who used s.p. &ingular
more than incidentally

Third person

# of children
comprelaending his/her in-

2

2

who used t.p. singular
incidentally in speech

0

0

0

who used t.p. singular
more than incidentally

neither situation 3 0

one situation 1 0

both situations 2 0

a. The criterion for "comprhendinel- was a phi-correlation significant

at .05.

b. Use of a pronoun person was judged incidentaly if.it accounted for

less than 1% of the morphemes in the speech sample.

9

2(,
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One way of interpreting the contribution that the onlooker situation

makes to the chil'd's understanding of person pronouns as relational words

is in terms of Piaget's (1966) concept of decentration. The child's per-

spective on the communicatipn dyad tis persoNaddressed is a limiting one ('---
. . .

which, if not corrected for, would produce an egocentric understanding

of pronominal meanings centered on a single viewpoint. The onlooker s
. .

uation is thus the vehicle whereby the child - through displacing hi own

body - is able to decenter so as to coordinate his own viewpoint wiYil

the viewpoints of others.

Having plaCed the onlooker situation in the framework of Fiagetian

theory, we arechow in a position to understand how it may contribute to .

the,child's discrimination of the semantic feature contrasts. I mentioned

earlier that the linguiptic complexity hypothesis raises an-important

question for which it pr3vides no answer, viz., how do children come to

attend to the m

41

re complex semantic concepts they must learn? The per-

ceptual compl ity hy\pothesis, taken together with the decentration stra-

tegYkI have described, offers a natural solution to this problem. Decen-

teting p vides a device whereby the perceptual distortions inherent in a

single viewpoint arc overcome: as the child observes the learning situa-

tion from diffel'ent perspectives, the relative salience of features and

feature values is mitigated ar totally reversed for tho child.

In the case of perSon pronouns, there is evidence that decantering via

the onlooker situation mitigated perceptual distortions in the following

ways. First, the decontration strategy evidentlylmoderated the salience

of the auditory perceiiiCorrelate with the concept of being speaker for

the two children odha had a response bias to speaker in the parson ad-

dressed situation (Peter and Allen) did not manifest this bias in the

onlooker situation. BydiminiShing the salience of the auditory percept,

the decentration strategy would enable the children to appreciate that

there are certain people who figure in the speech event but who do not

speak and thereby illurAincle for the children the cabtrast between being
e

speaker (+Ego) and not being speaker (-Ego). Again, by diminishing the
.

salience of the auditory percept, the decentration strategy would enable

the children to attend to the relatively more subtle visual percept which

Aderlies t:.et fcnture,, involircr.ont in the, communication dyad. Finally,

the decentration strategy facilitated the childroWs appreciation.of tho
.

contrast betveen 4Involvement and - Involvembnr. A have already men-
. .

2
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tioned the children's behavior in the onlooker situation with respect to

visual attention. In helping the children to appreciate that they were

not the necessary recipient of the speaker's attention during conversa-

tion, the decentration strategy clarified for them the boundaries of the

communication dyad as defined by the visual bond between speaker and

person addressed and thereby called attention to the existence of the

contrast +Involvement, -Involvement.

I have labelled decentration a "strategy" in the acquisition of per-

son pronouns. Since the identification of strategies of semantic devel-

opment has been a major concern of E. Clark (1973) we may ask how the

decentration strategy compares with those strate es she has suggested.

In. Clark's work, the term %strategy" has been ap ied to response biases

based on perceptual factors which determined early patterns of respond-

ing to certain relational words. While.. the applice.tion of the label

"Strategy" to these biases may be valid, the conception of,strat gy sug-

gested is not a very valuable one in terms of explaining how a antic

development progresses, in particular, explaining how the chit ves

beyond these biases to true semantic knowledge. The strate-

gy offers a possible explanation.

Conclusion.

The primary goal of this paper was to evaluate the linguistic com-

plexity hypothesis as an explanation for the acquisition order of rela-

tional words using person pronouns as an example. The resultestab-

lish that the linguistic complexity hypothesis is inadequate for this

task. Further; the perceptual complexity hypothesis renders the former

unnecessary.

Empirical evidence alone permits us to reject the linguistic complex-

ity hypothesis. However, the theoretical gounds for rejecting the

hypothesis should not be overlooked. The linguistic complexity hypothe-

sis attempts to explain semantic development in terms of the formalisms

of linguistic theory. As Bever (1970) has argued, however, such formal-

isms, e.g., markedness, of themselves explain nothing but only express

certain facta about language which are themselves in need of an explan-

ation. To invoke such formalisms to explain language development not

only delays the real work which must be done but offers a totally vacu-



ous solution to an important probibm.
11
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11. There are several reasons to argue that the linguistic complexity
hyyothesis is a misnomer because the complexity measures it invokes,

in particular "mar;:edness", are not really linguistic in the strict

sense of that term (Sharplass, 1975).

2
c-1
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